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President, Donald Thomson. 
Don began his caving with the university club in Bristol 
and joined the UBSS on their expeditions to Ireland. While 
retaining his UBSS membership, he has a given loyal 
service to the Wessex for over 50 years. After qualifying 
as a doctor, Don spent some time in Uganda before 
becoming a G.P. on Mendip, where he was often called out 

by M.R.O. Some of his cave photo’s appear in this issue. 
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This Issue’s Cover Picture 
Frank Frost and friend (Edgar Tratman) were 
photographed by Donald Thomson on the Schute, 
Balcombe’s Pot in the Coolagh River Cave. It was 
taken on a U.B.S.S. trip to Ireland in the early 
1950’s. 
Don also took the picture on the left, of the 65ft 
pitch in Lamb Lair. It dates from the same period, 
when wood and rope ladders were still in common 
use. 
Below is a stereo-pair of formations in August 
Hole, which Don took using the single camera 

method. 
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The Dent de Crolles Logbook, Part 2 
Sunday Teresa- Guiers Mort                                                                Dave, Phil, Bean, Mac, Kev 
Large party walked up to entrance, those on caving trip displayed increasing levels of 
apprehension as entrance got nearer. Once trip was underway we all settled down a bit. Route 
finding was not a problem until we got to the start of the Salle Andre Series, where some(one) had 
moved one of the pitches. Meandre de la Spermatogenere was a collectors item. 
On the whole it was a top trip in a clean washed cave until we got back into the main Dent de 
Crolles system.    10 ½ hours. 
 
 22/8/03 Grotte Perret       Pauline, Roz, Janine, Liam, Ruth, Suntan, Alison Nik Nak Dom and 
                          Debs, Mad Phil, Mak and Jo, Emsie and Kev, Kate Lavender, Cookie and Tav. 
Second visit to this cave, large group. 
Alison, re-named “Twenty Minutes” as each walk to the cave was quoted as “only 20 Minutes”. 
NOT! Second trip took me 50 minutes to walk to the entrance with Roz singing “Sound of Music” 
songs all along the track. Kitted up- I started to lead in and walked along to dry rocks and boulders  
to the first puddle of many.  
 
On to the iron bar open staircase, up to next rock gully climb, up iron bar foot holds- on to flat area, 
pools of water continuous. Knee deep water deepened to waist deep, along the tunnel of pools to a 
ladder climb – Nik Nak at top assisting with lifelines for those that needed it, Janine, Liam, Pauline. 

  
 Alison on the first fixed aid.                                                        Pauline on the second. 
 
Once at the top, on to more water, (before ladder climb) sorry forgot the deep swim through with 
line. Out at other end- continuous to another swim with line- followed line to a left turn and an arch 
leading to a “Beach”. (Then on to ladder climb). Found this heavy going when wet and cold and 
wellies holding water. Kept going- on and along a pretty passage, turned right- could hear a roar of 
water in the distance. This roar became louder and louder as we approached the source of the 
river. 
 
A huge water chamber, came to a deep “drop”. Water fast flowing underneath us- did a traverse- 
got to the end where there was a very deep pool of icy cold, crystal clear water, rushing over a 
miniature waterfall- the force was too much for me to hold my hand still- Sat on the rock at the end 
with Kate staring down into the deep pool- really wanting to get on- but it was too cold- and it was a 
long way back. Janine and Liam also made it to the end, but Liam was very cold. 
On the return we took a left turn, which became very muddy and wet, about 10 minutes out of our 
way. Returned back to continue the correct way back- First hurdle, the first of the 2 deep swims- 
through tunnels- used the ropes to pull ourselves through. Mad Phil was asked by Roz to assist 
Liam back through. He was cold and tired. 
The ladder down was easier than going up. Second swim out using rope and onto Iron Bar climb –
“staircase” and out to the entrance.- greeted by brilliant sunshine and hot temperature. 
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          Pauline in the streamway                             Pauline, Nik Nak and Ruth Delacour. 
Changed into dry clothes and climbed down the cliff track to the river at the bottom. I got in for a 
swim. Icy cold water again. Kev and Emmsie, Mak and Jo and Nik Nak jumped in fully kitted up to 
follow the river down to the car park. Un-known to us at the time young Brad had followed the River 
Party down with(out?) his parents knowledge. Search party put into operation- Brad found by Kev 
and Emmsie- all safe and sound at the car park. 
A super “though  trip for me, loved the water swims even though it was zero temperature. Last trip 
of the holiday for me.                                                                                                Pauline Grosart. 
 
Grotte Chevalier                                                Mike Thomas, Christine Grosart and Andy Judd 
 

                      
Photographic trip to the end and various side passages. Night before spent in the entrance of the 
Gouffre Annette amidst  thunder storm (do not copy!) and woke 6-00 to watch sunrise over the 
slopes. Jolly nice!  Above, Andy at the entrance and inside the Annette   
 
Gouffre de Grand Glacier. (Ice Cave)               Mike Thomas, Malc Foyle, Chris G, Andy Judd. 
Entrance pitch dropped onto ice, huge chamber, crampons on- stunning ice formations, plenty of 
photo’s taken.         Below, Malc Foyle.     Photo by Mike Thomas, who also took those above. 
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12/8/03   Trou de Glaz to Guiers Mort.           ie getting lost (collectors trip.) 
                                                        Dom, Debs, Flash “Gordon’s Alive!” Gordon, Carmen, Mak. 
Should have been a straightforward trip but we took a wrong turn. Gordon tried to kill himself free 
climbing down a big pitch (he missed the traverse) luckily bumped into Nik Nak and others who 
were on a detour and thus found our way to the stream and out. 
Saturday 16/8/03    Trou de Glaz  through to  Grotte Chevalier                            Bob Pyke, Pat 
Warren, (Craven Pothole Guest) John Biffen, Taz Easterling,   Carmen Haskell, Noel Cleave. 
Brilliant trip- the best through route of all. 
 
Monday 18/8/03  Grotte Annette through to Guiers Mort via fossil exit.                      
                                                                   Bob Pyke,  CarmenHaskell, Pat Warren, Noel Cleave. 
 
Wednesday 20/8/03 P40 to Trou de Glaz.                 Mark Easterling, Pat Warren, Noel Cleave. 
Pull through trip. Three hours exactly. 

 

Vertical caving; a 50 year learning curve. By Bob Pyke 
The Wessex affiliated school club scheme was mainly set up to introduce youth to bad behaviour 
and excessive beer drinking. Noel Cleave and I were, self evidently, ideal raw materiel. Instruction 
in the arts of cave exploration came a bad third.  
 
Scene 1 A mineshaft, Green Ore, 1954.  
Enter 3 schoolboys. Lower 100 feet of the club’s brand new hemp and wood ladder, constructed 
with immense labour, and at great expense, in Frank Frost’s garage, over the edge. Light state of 
art Premier cap lamps, and shakily prepare for the descent. 
The shaft head was lined for a depth of about 10 feet with neat, circumferential dry stone walling, 
and below that was a nice clean rift for another 75 feet to a small muddy alcove. I descended, full 
of enthusiasm, while the surface party lowered the lifeline yet more enthusiastically, looping yards 
of redundant hemp around my neck. In the fight I failed to notice that the dry stone walling lining at 
the top, originally supported by a wood frame, now had no visible means of support….. Noel 
followed, and as he joined me at the bottom, a gathering, rattling thunderous roar developed, and 
the distant sky was blotted out. Wild surmise, dilated pupils, and an instant leap into the alcove as 
a ton or so of deads splintered around us, half filling the shaft, covering our legs, and showering us 
with rock fragments. As silence and dust settled, screams from the surface were met with 
hysterical wails from below. The climb out took a long time. Most of the rungs were shattered, and 
the side ropes frayed down to the odd strand in places. As we climbed the odd rock came 
humming down to say hello. We slunk, slank or otherwise crawled away to Hillgrove, while trying 
out various scenarios to present to Frank Frost, such as car smashes, Martian Invasion etc. To the 
committees credit, or otherwise, as some may see it, we were not drummed out of the Club. 
By the late ‘60’s, the idea that a rope could be used to get down, and even up, pitches began to 
dawn. Pierre Chevalier was the god, and Subterranean Climbers our bible. Fred Davies and Ray 
Mansfield may have been the first on Mendip to try SRT, in Lamb Lair. They used Prusik Loops on 
a hawser laid Viking nylon rope. There arose two problems. Firstly, the rope spun them so viciously 
that progress could only be made in the odd second between one violent clockwise rotation, and 
the equally violent opposite spin. Secondly, they placed the knot from the footloop onto the rope 
below the knot from the harness. Two handed fumbling in the perineum resulted in upward 
progress of about two inches at a time. Ascent took an hour each , and a dose of motion sickness. 
At that time we had no instruction books on SRT and static rope for cavers was not around. The 
only ascender was the aluminium Jumar, and the only harness the early Whillans climbers 
harness, not designed for prolonged sitting, and a real crutch crusher. It did not occur to us that it 
would be a good idea to connect the footloop jammer to the harness with a safety cord.. My own 
rig had the chest jumar attached to the sit harness by a piece of climbing rope tied with a reef knot, 
and a single piece of tape around the neck held it upright some of the time. Armed with a mixture 
of hawser laid and kernmantel 10mm climbing rope a group from Mendip set about knocking off 
some classic Yorkshire pots on ropes. 
 
Scene 2 Meregill Hole circa 1968 
No spits or P hangers then. The general idea persisted that dangling under a torrent was 
inevitable, and indeed, character building. Neither did it occur to us particularly, that the rope would 
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object to rubbing on rock while we climbed. We chucked the coiled rope down the spray-obscured 
shaft, put a webbing tackle bag under it at the edge, engaged a figure 8 descender, while trying not 
to drop it down the pitch and went for it, while keeping head down to enable breathing to occur. 
Mike Thompson had turned up with a snorkel tube, cut down to a six inch stub, which was worn 
upside down under the torrent. The single climbing rope gave an exhilarating ride, more akin to 
bungee jumping with erotic overtones than caving. Climbing back, it took about a minute of wild 
physical contortions under the waterfall to get airborne, as the rope seemed to stretch to infinity.  
One hazard, at least, was averted by falling water. The Premier carbide cap lamp, still in use by 
some of us could produce a 3ins. forward facing flame, which played perfectly on the rope. When 
dry, the rope was not exactly fireproof, encouraging one to keep climbing fast to get past the black 
sizzly bit at eye level. 
 
But we were learning. Static rope appeared on the scene. It was yacht rigging rope, produced by 
Marlow. It was heaven after the bouncy climbing stuff, with a soft woven outer casing. It was nicely 
flexible, and good to climb, albeit producing an unnerving creaking noise when loaded while wet. 
However, not being designed for rock work, it had very little abrasion resistance. The importance of 
rebelaying at any possible rub point was not fully appreciated at this time.Climbing rope with a 
kernmantel sheath abraded slowly, but not so the yachting rope at a rub point with plenty of 
movement.. A fatal accident to one of our party at the Cueva de Liordes, Picos de Europa, in 1975 
as a result of abrasion rope failure ended our use of this stuff for anything except completely free 
pitches.  
However, at about this time Bluewater and Edelrid rope came onto the market. Used with a 
doubled rope, the Figure 8 descender it was fine. Also OK on an old wet rope. Now read on… 
 
Scene 3 Alum Pot. Tree at SE Corner. 1980. 
Brand new 10mm Edelrid , dropped from the tree to the ledge at 120 ft. Icy day, with the waterfall 
frozen, and most of the shaft coated in thin ice. 10 feet below the tree the dry shiny rope began to 
hiss through the Figure 8. Despite frantic efforts to get it round a leg, through a krab, or between 
the buttocks, my iced up hand gave up on the job, so to speak. I accelerated downward, like 
Hoffnung’s bricklayer, and at this point remembered that there was no knot in the end of the rope… 
The ledge came up  fast. I smacked onto it, and skidded to the brink of the next 60ft. drop. A boot 
lodged in a small crack, and I stopped on the brink, with a foot of rope left in the descender. Exit, 
via Dolly Tubs pitch, shaking and hyperventilating, and went straight to Inglesport for one of the 
new fangled racks. An old fangled rack, actually, as it had no fixed upper bar. It only took a 180-
degree twist to load the thing the wrong way…. 
 
Scene 4 Gouffre Berger 1985  
Pursued by a torrent of Cornish oaths from Ken on the Stal. Slopes above, I loaded the rack at the 
top of Vestiare Pitch. Far below the flowstone flashed in the light of a distant lamp, the enticing 
sound of the river beckoned and in the excitement of the moment I omitted to clip into the traverse 
rope. A series of sharp metallic pings as the rack unzipped was followed by a sinking feeling and I 
dangled over the edge, hooked by one arm over the traverse line, feet scrabbling for a hold. After 
sorting this one out, I later landed in the bottom of a large rope “V”, at Claudines Cascade for about 
20 minutes, puzzling out how to get up the far arm of the V to the rebelay, while Ken cultivated an 
extra crease in his arse sitting on the famous scaffold pole at the top. One lives and learns, albeit 
evidently very slowly. 
Back to Inglesport  for cutting edge  Petzl Stop….. 
 
Finale. Trou de Glaz 2003. 
By now, I ought to have the hang of this thing, and Noel, having been released after 40 years of 
navigating for the RAF, should, I reckoned be able to lead me from the Glaz to The Grotte 
Chevalier. However we two Jurassic Park specimens were kindly swept along by Bif, Carmen, Pat 
and Taz. It’s not surprising that Pierre, Annette and Charly dismissed that nasty vadose slot in the 
floor in 1943, and ploughed on into Gallery 43, and the ugly chokes beyond .You don’t associate 
such an evil hole with the elephantine phreatic throughway of the Grotte Chevalier.  We whistled 
down the superb 55 Metres of Puits Maurice, and dropped into the airy spaces of the Chevalier. 
Now for the easy stroll out, for beer, wine and smelly cheese. It had not occurred to us that we had 
been mostly going steadily down throughout the trip, and that both the Glaz and Chevalier 
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entrances lie on the same level of the system.  ¾ of a mile and 500 feet of slithery, boulder strew 
profanity later we grovelled from the exit.  
Some of us never learn. If it were not for the Wessex, we would have stopped this nonsense in 
1954. 
 

Ontario’s Niagara Escarpment by Michael Thomas 
Ontario’s Limestone Niagara Escarpment runs from Queenston near Niagara Falls to the islands 
off Tobermory at the tip of the Bruce peninsula in Lake Huron, a distance of 725KM. Canada has 
very little Limestone compared to its great land mass. The Niagara Escarpment does not support 

great relief and most of the known caves are 
small and tectonic in origin.   
 
During October 2003 I found myself in Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada for a family wedding. While 
looking around the book section in Toronto’s 
large Mountain Equipment shop, I came across 
a climbing guide to the Limestone escarpment 
above Niagara Falls. I made the assumption 
that; where there’s limestone there should be 
caves. Two days later Thomas Senior flew in to 
the country and saving him from a day of 
shopping (!) I suggested he hire a car (I had no 

driving license) and drive to the nearest limestone cliff in the climbing guide and spend the day 
looking for caves. Above the escarpment and below, John surfacing from an unnamed cave. 
                                                                                                  
An hour’s drive west down the QEW and a little 
North brought us to Rattlesnake Point, a large 
limestone outcrop frequented by climbers. After 
reporting to the ranger’s office and paying the small 
park fee we set off on a leisurely four hour walk 
around the escarpment looking for caves. We 
descended first to the base of the cliff and followed 
this along noting all the climbing routes. In the way 
of caves we found a small resurgence that was 
defiantly too tight to enter! I also entered a small dry 
cave near by for about 5 meters before it closed 
down to almost nothing. 
 
After climbing back on to the top of the escarpment we had a little more luck.  After searching in 
and around several collapsed rifts for some time we located three caves. These were all small in 
length but at least caver sized. All three caves were very short only 30-40 meters long at best but 
they were fairly vertical in nature and tight. The second cave visited on the top of the escarpment 
had some small formations and a nice flowstone wall. Two of the caves had logbooks near the 
bottom that were maintained by Toronto Caving Group. Unfortunately neither logbook stated the 
name of the cave but interestingly the previous visitors were from Belgium with a local guide back 
in the spring. 
The area seems to hold very little of spelaeological interest but if you find your self in Toronto with 
a day to spare the Niagara Escarpment is a pleasant place to route around looking for caves. 
 

Lost John’s Trip, 1st November 2003   by Noel Cleave 
The trip had been promulgated as a Wessex trip for some months, but only a handful went up; 
Carmen Haskell, Steve Buck, Simon Richardson, Ken Dawe, and Noel Cleave. Pat Warren hosted 
the Wessex at the Craven.  Ken and Noel managed to enjoy the M5, M6 experience for just 6 
hours en-route to the Craven Cottage.  Carmen, Simon and Steve were sickeningly cleverer and 
had 3 hour drives. 
Simon had done a  brilliant number pre-packing all the tackle bags for a round trip, so on Saturday 
we split into two parties – Pat rigged for Carmen, Ken and Noel down Cathedral and Dome. Ken 
was recovering from “Recovered Memory Syndrome”. He inveigled Noel, who’d never been to Lost 
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John’s before, into checking out some early, unusual and unprofitable versions of the roof traverse. 
When they eventually caught up with Carmen and Pat, they were sent down to rig the link. Even 
they couldn’t get lost doing that, but Noel took the trouble to rig Shale inadequately and unsafely 
just to show Ken that everyone makes mistakes. Ken’s error was more tactical. He rigged Sink 
before Simon and Steve arrived, so had to go down it to ensure the rope end would be there to 
greet them. As he got back to the top Richardson- type yells announced their presence: so much 
energy down the drain. There has to be a formula converting bacon-and-egg-calories into Jumar-
vertical-feet. Meanwhile Pat an Carmen rigged and descended to the master streamway, and 
ticked of the upstream part until it got too low and grovelly. 
 

Back at the foot of Dome Noel and Ken 
explored their way to Battleaxe traverse. 
Like almost all the rigging in Lost John’s this 
is now P hangers. The original bolt holes 
are still there. They are much closer 
together than the new P hangers. The 
traverse rope could have been tighter. 
Adding these facts together Noel (a) 
became astonishingly methodical and (b) 
very dry in the mouth. Given the 
awkwardness of the widely spaced traverse 
anchorages, Ken took the first two sections 

very carefully. Then, while looking- with considerable reservations- at the third section, he went to 
reposition his cow’s tails onto the traverse line…..and gave himself one of those defining moments, 
of icy skin and prickly scalp. He was not clipped on at all. A few moments later he was. A few  
moments later still he fell completely off the traverse. Thanks to Pat’s rigging he stopped after only 
3 vertical feet of the available 60. It was not a rejuvenating experience. 
                                                                                                       
Unaware of this drama, Noel enjoyed Valhalla, arriving at the 
Master Cave with time to explore upstream before everyone 
made the junction rendezvous. As “master caves” go, he gave 
it about 4 out of 10; a gloomy and undramatic sort of place…. 
Downstream was reputed to be similar, so Pat led the grand 
exit. Carmen climbs like a rocket (or would do if she would 
only put her foot jammer on the correct foot) but she’s got a 
pathetic little voice (and Noel’s deaf), so when she at the top 
of Valhalla shouted “More Slack”, he heard something 
resembling “Rope Free” – and started up. This was not a 
recipe for happiness up there in the ceiling, particularly with 
the only tight bit of rigging being the link to the Battleaxe 
traverse. Luckily her legs were so extraordinarily long that she 
could make the transition anyway. Above, Ken, Noel, Simon, 
Steve and Patrick.     Left, Ken Dawe. Photo’s, by Carmen. 
Noel met Carmen and Pat at the foot of Dome and sensed 
that his social acceptability had waned. Basically he was told 
to Sod off up and out. Out, however was not directly up. “Up” 
Started somewhat negatively, with a quick repeat, 
descending Shale and Sink. Sink  chamber was dramatic and interesting with the Pinnacle rope 
promising a more positively “ascending” exit He had 45 minutes to savour Sink. Retrospectively, 
this was marginally excessive; plus he got chilly. Elsewhere in the cave, Ken decided that he’d had 
enough of Noel’s company and down pitches and joined Simon and Steve on the direct exit route. 
“Direct” in this context was questionable. Simon too had RMS (see earlier comment re Ken) 
When Carmen finally dropped into the link she asked why Noel wasn’t up Sink and Pinnacle (her 
actual words have been censored). Well, he had been a tadge worried about Ken, and there was 
the little matter of communication with a socking great pitch and waterfall between people, but 
sympathy was off the menu. Then on his way to Priscine, Noel found a duck. No kidding, a genuine 
body-length- and-deep DUCK. As far as he knew, Lost John’s does not Do immersions, but he 
could just see a rope just the other side, and in due course a magnificent Monastery pitch and 
traverse warmed him up. Pat and Carmen behind him, were undoing all Simon’s exemplary 
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rigging, so above Monastery they had a distribution of tackle bags, which ended Noel’s carefree 
upstream ambling.  
The scent (for lack of a politer word) of Ken’s lamp could be detected where the dropped from the 
roof traverse into the stream. Pat remembered to hang a left where the passage divided. Simon did 
not. He, Ken and Steve (lugging all Pat’s inbound tackle) explored the right hand 300 metres of 
wrong passage to the dead end. This neatly completed Ken’s Lost John’s route-finding refresher 
syllabus.  Well ahead of them, therefore and a few yards ahead of Carmen and Pat, Noel noticed 
ferns and grass growing on the walls of the cave. And knew that they must be almost out. A quick 
look at the roof revealed stars- as indeed it would, 30 metres upstream of the cave entrance. 
Forty-five minutes later the party was reunited at the cars. It had been a magnificent round trip, and 
Lost John’s had lived up to it’ reputation as on of the great sporting Yorkshire pots. 
 
PS. Ken wishes it to be known that he has considerable experience of falling off traverses; his best 
performance (so far) being in Juniper Gulf. He is willing to make his expertise available to other 
Wessex Members. 
 

 Extracts from the Upper Pitts Log by Brian Prewer 
25.8.03 Grotte Perret  (Chartreuse)                     Leg, Karen Summerskill (CPC) & Patrick Warren (CPC) 
Shorts, tee shirts & sandals trip into this cave, which meant we didn’t get into the water & through the duck. 
26.8.03 Trou de Glaz to Annette’s                                                                                Leg & Patrick Warren 
A classic “through the mountain” trip. This cave is not the prettiest cave in the world, & no one told me about 
the squeezes & crawling in Annette’s! Anyway I can tick it off but can’t see myself rushing back. Got a bit of a 
sweat on. 
27.8.03 Guiers Vif                                                                                                            Leg, Karen & Patrick 
Impressive entrance & large passage. Went through the ‘wheelie bin’, which had an impressive draught. Not 
too much grovelling as it was another shorts, tee shirt & sandals trip. 
30.8.03 Swildon’s 12                                                                                                 Andy Chell & Phill Short 
Trip to Sump 12 digging in the sump. Large rocks came out & Phill tried to get through. Still too tight though. 
One more trip & we’ll be through. Very little water with all sumps crystal clear – really nice to have such vis in 
Sump 9 – lots to see! 
30.8.03 Noxon Park Mine                                                Jon Williams, Mike Thomas, Kathy, Laura & Chef 
After a bad start to the morning a hungry but keen trainee & supporters arrived in the Forest of Dean. 
Several carrying trips later a mountain of gear was piled next to a much depleted sump pool. Water levels 
were down over 15m on previous levels. A nice swim found us near the end of the line at 30m. All looked 
good for a pushing return soon. To the dismay of the divers Laura was unable to assist in the sherparing of 
cylinders. Something about a bad back! 
30.8.03 Pierre’s Pot                                                                                                          Nik Nak, Ali & Dr Jo 
First proper Mendip Grotte hole after our trip to France – nice to be back. We had missed the squeezes & 
were looking forward to damp muddy grovelling. To the Hanging Gardens & back again with a quick look at 
the upstream sump by Ali. Nik Nak managed to get out of the entrance squeeze unaided – not as fat as he 
thought he was! Just for Jo we popped in to Aveline’s on the way to the car. 
3.9.03 Crook’s Hole Dig                                                                                 Carmen, Paula, Bob S & Steve 
With additional support from Mr & Mrs Hewins. Aubrey’s wall adjusting chemicals of the last inst., had done a 
very pretty job. The rift is wider to approx two full Scammells & the floor risen by a Templeton skip load. The 
nicest bit was the wall had been cracked to a height of 6’ & moved sideways, but is still complete. This is 
now waiting to be levered gently into a more horizontal position. A huge amount of broken rock was removed 
before retirement to the Hunter’s to wet some dry whistles. A very good Wednesday evening digging. 

 

Left, Carmen Haskell 
on the hauling rope. 
 
Right, Bob on his way 

out—Knackered! 
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4.9.03 Swildon’s                                                                                                         Maurice & Judy Hewins 
A short visit to take a few video shots to show how the Well in the Wet Way has changed since we filmed it in 
1964. Cave fortunately very dry. 
5.9.03 Ridge Mine                                                                                                       Maurice & Judy Hewins 
We went with the ‘experts’ – i.e. the Weston Bros. Took video camera to record Garth’s words of wisdom & 
to capture the wartime graffiti etc. Unfortunately the Westons noticed some very new scribbling in one case 
obliterating the older drawing. 

 
        Weston Brothers in Ridge, 5/9/03                                               Judy admiring the “mine art” 
 
 6.9.03 Swildon’s Damp Link                                                                                 Mr Dave, Mak, Kev & Ems  
Can’t see the fuss over Sump 4, I didn’t see any worms – then I had my eyes shut – Mr Dave had his mouth 
open eating them all first. Damp Link goes on a bit – some variety would alleviate the boredom. 
7.9.03 Swildon’s 12  See Journal 287, Page 112                                Andy Chell, Rich Dolby, Greg Brock 
                                                                                                                                Tash Mitchell & Phill Short 
9.9.03 Waterwheel Swallet                                                         Nik Nak, Adrian, Jude & Rob Vanderplank 
Pleasant evening trip – would you believe it two parties with keys on the same night – us 4 & another 5 from 
the Hades. Pushed the end duck as far as we dared, about 3’ & still not able to get your head out of water. 
10.9.03 Crook’s Hole Dig                                                                                           Bob S, Carmen & Steve 
The wall that Aubrey moved is now on the surface, a hole appeared in the floor which was quickly widened 
by Steve & the rift can be seen to be fairly clear for a further 2-3 metres down. Carmen eased herself sort of 
in & down it; found the floor had no great substance supporting it. After Carmen came up little alarms bells 
rang as some rocks several feet below Steve decided to reposition 
13.9.03 Herault - Grotte Madam Edith                                                  Paul Weston & Arthur Spain (MCG) 
Took Arthur to the sump. It seemed a bit lower than last year. Ownership of campsite has changed – the new 
people were friendly enough. 
13.9.03 Shatter Cave                                                                                        Phil H, Ray & Michaela Deasy 
Michaela first trip which she enjoyed. A slow visit to Erratic Passage looking at all the pretties, & out in time 
for the Hunter’s. 
14.9.03 Shatter Cave                                                                   12 Delightful Young Ladies & Hangers On 
Calendar girl photo shoot with cast of 12 DYLs & hangers on, sorry – Camera Crew – including Gaffer, Grip, 
Best Boy etc. Followed by tourist trip for Jo Wisely, Bill, Ros & Alison. 
 
17.9.03 Crook’s Hole Dig                                                                                           Carmen, Steve & Bob S 
Refixed 2nd ladder, now quite safe instead of fairly safe. Why we have a large piece of timber blocking the 
way down, we aren’t sure yet until it comes out. We’re pretty certain no human has been down this far, 
unless they were Ali Moody type miners. 
19.9.03 Ease Gill                                                                                          Carmen & Patrick Warren (CPC) 
Top Sink to Wretched Rabbit to rig in preparation for tomorrow’s through trip. Found it already rigged!! 
Unsure of ropes so rigged it anyway. Water levels high. 
20.9.03 Pippikin  - Top Sink                                                                Carmen, Patrick (CPC), Tony & Dave 
Derigged on the way, although all pitches were rigged anyway except Pipp entrance. Water levels very high 
on exit. Beck was in flood. 
20.9.03 Alum Pot                                                                                                   Nik Nak & Bob-the-Builder 
Quick trip down to Diccan in very wet conditions. Took direct route for a speed prussik on the way back up. 
Excellent trip before breakfast. 
20.9.03 Ease Gill – Top Sink to Wretched Rabbit                          Gordon K, Nik Nak &  Bob-the-Builder  
After an hour looking for Top Sink we entered the cave & for most of the time after we were never really sure 
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where we were. Following our noses we eventually made it to the streamway & apart from a route finding 
problem in Stop Pot the rest was straightforward. 
21.9.03 Sell Gill Holes                                                                        Gordon K, Nik Nak & Bob-the-Builder 
Quick Sunday trip after the long day before. Fossil route down to the Main Chamber & back again. 
20/21.9.03 Working Weekend                                                                            See  Journal 287 Page 113 
23.9.03 Box Mines                                                                                          Carmen, Steve, Paula & Bob S 
Checking dates around Bridge Gate – Jack’s Entrance for a whim of Mr S. Noticed the walls of much of this 
area are jagged or picked & the only sawn areas of wall are later “pillar robbing”. Dates range from 1867 
onwards & only on sawn walls, not on jagged /picked walls. How come “Private Gay” is supposed to date 
from 1803 as stated in the Box Mines booklet? Note: - Quarryman’s Butcombe isn’t as good as Roger’s. 
24.9.03 Eastwater                                                                                                                                  Carmen 
Down to Morton’s Pot to see the progress made by Mad Phil & Jake. The monomaniacs, 
very………..nice………..if you like that sort of thing. Good luck boys. 
24.9.03 Crook’s Hole Dig                                                                                           Carmen, Steve & Bob S 
Late digging session. The piece of wood is longer than imagined – it will not come up. Why we cannot tell. It 
moves side to side, but not up or down. The way on is straight down but a tad narrow at the moment. 
24.9.03 Templeton                                                                                                      NHASA & ACG Diggers 
Good session – 8 skips up, lots of gaps opening under the wall. Encouraging find of a fragment of stalactite. 
Two hammers broken. We now have a minstrel’s gallery - & a headless nymph! 
25.9.03 Banwell Bone Cave                Gavin, Steve Marsh, Nik Nak & John (Chapman) – original digger 
Filming session in the lower chambers for future HTV program. (No rescue this time!! – Nik Nak no longer a 
jinx! 
30.9.03 Goatchurch                                                     Nik Nak, Pauline G, Alison M, Roz, Janine & Liam F 
Not been to Goatchurch before (PG). Ali led me down, through all the tight squeezes, sliding down all the 
polished bits & into that long bloody tight tunnel squeeze. I thought it was a one-way tunnel, not so. Coming 
back Nik Nak took some photos of me “faking a smile”! The Coffin Lid was Mr Sheene & I had a b it of trouble 
getting up it! Had no trouble getting out the exit, up the rope reasonably quickly. Silent supper at Roger’s, 
now nursing my bruises. 
1.10.03 Crook’s Hole Dig                                                                              Paula, Steve, Mr S & Mr Fielder 

Drilled & bolted 3rd fixed ladder to wall. Drilled & removed a piece of sidewall with a snapper. Lot of 
work to be done & a lot of rock to be unnaturally taken apart. We managed to drop the Kango drill 
down the shaft; luckily Steve was at the bottom!! 
8.10.03 Crook’s Hole Dig                                                                            Steve, Carmen & Steve 
This week I managed to drop a pair Stilsens on Steve. Lots of banged gravel out & one snapper in the 
remaining cheek of the sidewall in order to tidy up the haulage way. 
8.10.03 Templeton                                                                                                      NHASA & ACG Diggers 
NHASA still digging downwards in the main pit. ACG have dug a pit in the bottom – still in sticky mud & 
stones. We have dropped the skip about 18”. More wall building – no more stal found, but lots of gaps 
between boulders. 
10.10.03 Box Mine                                                                                 Weston Bros & Mr Bobby Scammell 
A most pleasant trip with Mr S investigating various writings & artwork near Jack’s Entrance. Mr Scammell 
then pulled the meanest trick of all in the Quarryman’s Arms by declaring that he had no money. (Not only 
declaring that but, underground, he failed to offer to share his two dry slices of toast smeared with Marmite!) 
However he is a likeable scoundrel & we took pity on him & bought him beer. We may go underground with 
Bobby Scammell again in the not too distant future. 
10 to12.10.03 Gaping Gill – Yorkshire          Nik Nak, Carmen, Rosie & Vern  Mark & Mr Westlake (NPC) 
Friday – Nik Nak & Carmen dragged kit up to GG to rig Stream Passage Pot & Disappointment Pot for round 
trip the next day. Stream Passage – excellent trip, all rigged well, out of the water, stayed nice & dry 
…………Disappointment however…………..hmmmm………….tight & very wet 100 yards into 
cave………..”Southern Poofs”, to quote a Yorkshire caver (no names PW), wimped out, deciding that Mark, 
Rosie & Vern wouldn’t want to do it! (That’s my excuse & I’m sticking to it. CH.) 
Saturday – Nik Nak, Carmen, Rosie & Vern, Mark & Mr Westlake highly encouraged by the others that we’d 
made a good sound tactical decision in not rigging Disappointment, we had a photo trip down Stream 
Pitches to GG Main Chamber. The majority decided it was better to drag 6 ladders back down the hill unused 
than to drag them out the cave. 
Sunday – same crew – photo trip into Lancaster Hole streamway on a Lancaster to Wretched Rabbit through 
trip. Excellent Sunday trip then driving back down after 6pm – no traffic hold-ups. 
15.10.03 Crook’s Hole Dig                                                                                                        Steve & Bob S 
Women found the weather a tad cold tonight. The snapper from last week had done its job, & the bucket 
hauling is now unhindered by jutting-out walls. A few buckets of rock up, but hands were too cold to pull on 
the rope so we gave in at 9pm. 
18.10.03 Swildon’s                                                        Noel Cleave, Bob Pyke, John Alder & Roy Quillian 
Wessex Dinner appetite excuse by the above. Anno Domini total 258 years! Caving total 179 years. All of 
which showed in our immaculate technique & economical gait down to Sump 1. Swildon’s nostalgia for Roy 
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& John who hadn’t been down Swildon’s for about 33 years each!! Met everyone who is anyone on out way 
out. The early start was a big advantage. 
18.10.03 Club Dinner                                                                                                       104 Diners & Guests 
Club trip to Crossways Hotel. One coach-load in via Main Entrance to Bar Chamber for refreshments 
(Butcombe £2.30!!). Then to Dining Room. Excellent meal. Good speech by Sid Perou. Navigator of the Year 
– Christine Grosart for being geographically challenged on a mountain in France. Runner-up Bob Scammell 
for trying to find Bath to the west of Penderyn. Tiger of the Year – Gordon Kaye for stepping in a ‘puddle’ in 
France, which suddenly became a deep pitch. Lucrative auction - & the 2004 ‘Wessex Girls’ Calendar sold 
well. Two new dwarfettes elected - Alison & Emsy – jointly presented with pointy hats incorporating bells and 
make-up mirror. A good time had by all – the hotel even asked if we would return! 
 

National positions vacant. 
The BCA intends to revamp Speleoscene. Jenny Potts is standing down and an Editor is required. 
The NCA Secretary post is also vacant and a Convenor is needed for the NCA Equipment 
Committee. If you can help, please contact the NCA or Wessex Chairman. 
                    

Club News 

 

We welcome the following new members, elected 7/12/03 
 
Patricia Ruiz de Azva.                       30 Cross Street, Canterbury, Kent, CT2 8AT, 01227 767978. 
Carmella Knight.                                  2 Clifthouse Road, Ashton, Bristol, BS3 1RY, 0117 902014. 
 

Committee Notes (meeting held 7/12/03) 
Lost Survey Kit. This has now been located and returned. If you borrow club kit please make sure 
it is booked out. 
Proposed BCRA/ NCA Merger. The Chairman and the Caving Secretary had been to the meeting 
at which the proposed constitution was discussed and amended. Our representatives believed that 
a reasonable solution was reached and recommended that the Wessex vote in favour. The 
committee agreed, Nem Con. 
Wells Museum Exhibition. Phil Hendy had put on an excellent display of the club’s past and 
present activities at an exhibition of “Sporting Clubs of Wells”. We believe the Museum had a good 
number of visitors but so far a rush of prospective members has not overwhelmed us. 
Annual Dinner. The auction at the dinner raised £408 and the raffle made a profit of £50. The 
dinner itself and the Sunday lunch both resulted in a useful profit. 

Library Acquisitions as at 13/1/04 
Axbridge Caving Group. Journal Nov 2003 (Progress at Templeton) 
BCRA Cave and Karst Science. 30, 1 (2003) 
Chelsea Speleological Society.  N/L  45, 11, 12 (Nov, Dec 2003) 
Grampian Speleological Group. Bulletin. 4th Series 1, 5 (Oct 2003) 
MNRC N/L 98 (Oct/Nov 2003) 
NSS News 61 Nos. 6, 9,10,11, 12 (Jun, Sep - Dec 2003) 
Union Belge de Speleologie. Regards. 51 (Nov-Dec 2003) 

The Wessex Girls 

Calendar 
was a sell-out and 
made £400 for the 
club. 
Congratulations 
and thanks to the 
models and lucky 
photographers! 
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Speleo-Club Perigueux. Speleo-Dordogne. Quarterly Bulletin. Nos.1,2,3,4  (2001) 
Westminster Speleological Group N/L 2003/4 (Oct 2003) 
Caves of County Clare and South Galway (2003) UBSS 
British Caver, Vols 1 – 12, 14 (on CD-ROM, donated by D. Irwin) 
We have also received some books and historical documents relating to the building of Upper Pitts 
and the CDG in the 1950s from Phil Davies, and some books letters and other documents from 
C.P. Weaver (of Eastwater’s Weaver-Bowen Extension fame), donated by G. Bowen.  Some 
material from the late Alan Surrall has also been donated.  Many thanks to all concerned. 
 

The Great Mendip Treasure Hunt. 
This year’s New Year extravaganza took the form of a romp through the vastness of Goatchurch 
Cavern in search of objects cunningly hidden by Alison Moody and friends. To qualify for the fun 
and games participants were required to dress as pupils and staff of Saint Trinians’ School for 
young ladies? 
A film crew from British Lion were on hand to capture evidence for the schools next Ofsted 
inspection. As expected it was a suitably dirty game, with Britney’s Team inspired to pull some 
dastardly tricks taught by their captain Noela Cleeve. Head teacher Dr Newport, suitably attired in 
mortarboard and gown and classics mistress Philippa Hendy tried with only modest success to 
maintain some sort of order. School dinners were provided in the Boulder Chamber. 
Later everyone reassembled at Fountain Cottage for a debriefing and feast in the dorm before 
adjourning to the New Inn, where the skittle alley had been booked. There was time for a few 
rounds of skittles, thanks largely to Pete Moody who spent the whole evening setting them up, with 
some help from Adrian Vanderplank. However the event was only possible because of the work 
put in by Alison. Many thanks from all who took part. 
 

 
The Cast of Thousands.  Photo, Brian Prewer. 

 
The Caving Papers of Charles Philip (Bill) Weaver (1908—1999) 
Recently Phil Hendy was approached by an old Wessex Member, George Bowen, who had caved 
before the war with Weaver, (known to his friends as Bill). Rodney Weaver, Bill’s son, has written a 
biography of his father and collected together his early caving records and they have been 
presented to the club. 
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The collection includes his caving logbook for 1938/9 and files of correspondence from the period. 
Including as they do, letters from people like Gerard Platten, Hywel Murrell etc they throw a 
fascinating light on the politics surrounding the formation of the “Dragon” group (which led to the 
South Wales Cave Club) and the early activities of the Wessex, B S A and Cave Diving Group. 
Bill Weaver was born in Brentford and spent his early life in what were the outer suburbs of 
London. His lifelong interest in cars, trains and boats can be traced to his association with the Ewer 
family garage (Gurney and Ewer in Amersham?) He was apprenticed to George Wailes in the 
Euston Road to learn mechanical engineering. One early job he did there was making parts for 
Baird’s first T V camera in 1924. At this time Bill became involved in the new sport of speedway 
and visited Brooklands to talk to the leading engineers. 
By 1934, when he married Dorothy (May) James, he was living in the West country and working for 
Bath Garages but soon moved to the Bristol Aero Engine Company, where he teamed up with 
George Bowen. It was then that he joined up with Balcombe, Frank Frost, Jack Duck etc, and he 
became a leading Light in the Wessex. 
                 

Extracts from Bill Weaver’s Log 
January 7th 1938.  WCC Committee meeting, 7-30 pm at McMillan’s.   Subjects discussed: -  

1, Insurance for Club- Common Law liabilities, 2, Club Tackle, 3, Excursions- Coal mine, Wells 
etc,4, Lamb-Leer “Blood-chits”, 5, New Members- Oxford University etc. 

January 9th 1938. George Bowen, Elizabeth Bradbeer, “Bill” Weaver and wife. Snowing hard on 

the Blackdown Moor. Managed to find Tynings No 1, very active today. Tynings No 2, or “Baker’s 
Temple” was entered, after removing some stone slabs blocking entrance. Last chamber not 
thoroughly explored – no entrance into Reads Grotto or Donalds Loop. Afterwards motored to 
BUSS headquarters at Burrington for another attempt on Reads Cavern. 

 

January 22nd 1938. G Bowen and myself decided to go on a WCC trip to Lamb Leer. Arrived at 

Cave with George at 3-00pm and found large party assembled – 25 members and others. The trip 
was a great success, it seemed like old times to be there. Ropeway O.K. Baldwin was there; 
examined the supposed blocked up exit in the “Cave of Falling Waters” with Sharpe’s glasses. I do 
not think it is anything. 

January 25th  1938. May and I went to BUSS lecture at University to hear lecture entitled “Caves 

and Caving” by Mr Simpson. Remarkable series of slides of Yorkshire caves and pot-holes. Had a 
talk with “Digger” Harris afterwards. 

January 26th  1938. WCC dinner cancelled. George, Don and I went to Burrington in the Leaf. I 

went down and had a look at E. Twin Swallet. Nice little cave but plenty of hard work needed. 

Feb 1st Attended WCC committee meeting, 7.30p.m. at J. Duck’s– G.Bowen elected 

Feb 19th. 1938. May, I and Cyril Pitt went on WCC outing to Wells. Lecture by Mr Balch on 

Mendip finds at Museum in afternoon. Tea at Beckington Café. In evening returned to museum for 
series of talks; - Digger Harris on Blasting. Frost on the Water Survey. Murrell on Cave 
Photography. Dr Crook on the Rescue Organisation. Baldwin on Lamb Leer Ropeway and 
Greenwood on Recent Finds on Mendip. 
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Feb 26th  1938.  Second big trip down Eastwater Swallet. Party comprising Bowen, Bailey and 

myself. Went to Eastwater in G B’s Ford. Took no tackle but masons hammer. Attempt to be made 
to pass the squeeze at end of Traverse. Raining very hard. Went into cave about 4-30pm, and 
attacked Traverse with “Gusto”. Bailey showed up very well. – water, water everywhere! Arrived at 
squeeze George commenced with hammer and soon enlarged hole large enough to have a try at. 
He did and got jammed, I had to partially undress him and after a struggle he got through. –
HISTORY IS MADE – he has accomplished the impossible. Good old George! 
I try next ooh my what a squeeze, managed it after a dickens of a time. Bailey remained to help us 
back. We went on, climbed up an aven for 35 feet, traversed across a boulder into a fair sized rift 
chamber. Drop of 30 feet. I climbed on down a rope which George held, passage continues on for 
about 100 feet and then peters out. Returned to squeeze and had to shed clothes to get back- 
towed out with a rope round both feet. Lost no time in returning via Rift Chamber and Canyon to 
surface. Stopped raining. – Changed and had food in car. Home by 10 00p.m. 

 
March 20th. Went on WCC tour of back parts of Gough’s Caves, Cheddar. Rather tame, I 

thought, but includes a short ladder climb and a rather nice climb up a 40 ft aven. 32 members 
attended, including Dave and Marjorie, Pete and Lily, Pitt, Bowen, Dolphin and myself. 

March 30th. George and I went over to the Ochre Cave at Axbridge. Very fine rift climb up into 

Chamber and also a climb at the far end. A really lovely cave, full of drip deposit and stalactite 
formations- very wet however- but an evening well spent. 
April 1st. Platten came round and had tea, prior to giving his lecture at Redland Hill School on 
Yorkshire caves. I went to WCC committee meeting held at Strachans, 13 Redland Park. 
April 15th. Up to Wales via Brecon and Pontneathvaughn to drop WCC ladders. Arrived about 
1.15pm at Gwyn Arms had a walk over the hills. Platten lectured in evening at Pen-y cae. 

April 16th. Source of Laughar-  all day trip. Party of 13 went from Gwyn – Hill and Lumbard joining 

later.  
April 17th. Dan- yr- Ogof all day, full trip. I led a party of 14 over the falls. Water exceptionally low. 
Did not do any further exploration – Just had a good look round. George Bowen arrived from 
Fishguard at 9am, in time to join the party- left about 4.0pm. Had a walk to 40 ft fall on the Haffes 
with Dell, Hensler and Burbridge in the evening. Platten queer all the evening. 

April 18th. Pant Mawr Pot- all day trip – lovely walk via Penwyllt and Nant Byfre to the moor. 

Home for tea at 6 00pm- went into D.y.O for boat in the evening. 

April 19th. Walk up to the peat bog swallet in the morning with Dell, May and Fortescue. Home to 

Bristol in afternoon. 

April 30th. Digging at Hutton- met the owner; a Mr Shirley- all operations held up pending his 

letting us continue. 

May 8th. Full Swildons – May, Alec, Dolphin, Paddock and myself. Bought ladders out- very good 

trip- May and Alec did very well. Saw Murrell’s crowd doing a supposed dig at Bowery Corner. 
May 15th. Tour of Eaker Hill and district. Went down the Quarry Cave in Craigs Combe and also a 

new mine shaft, named by us the Snail Grotto, on account of the form of a stalactite, just like a 
snail, in the little grotto at the bottom. 

June 12th. Went out in afternoon to mine at Orr’s Close. Met Digger and Murrell there and showed 

them round. May and I had a walk after tea over Blackdown to see Rowberrow Cavern.Visited 
Read’s Swallet and Swallet “H” en route. 

June 27th. Two letters from Platten- heard of BBC Broadcast of lower part of Swildons. 

June 28th. Letter from Platten about August Welsh Meet of Dragon Group, also more details of 

Broadcast.   
“Digger” attended WCC Committee meeting held in July at Club H.Q.  B.S.A. Policy outlined to 
members. After a chat with Digger decided that we would call Dragon Welsh meet off and go to 
B.S.A. Meet at Settle (Shades of Lost Johns! ). Innes Foley staying at Avonmouth. 

 
B.S.A Conference, July 30th- August 3rd 1938 

July 30th. Left Tarporley at 8.30. for Settle. Arrived there at 2- 3.30 pm. Inauguration meeting 

being held. Jack Duck came and showed us where to camp. Raining hard. Harris, Humphries, 
Balcombe, Burbridge, Fisher and Raines already there. Ted and Miss Ryan arrived later and 
pitched tent next to us. Coffee, Squash in the evening. Turned in nearly eaten alive with 
mosquitoes. 
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July 31st. Sunday. Attended Holy Communion at Settle Parish Church with Don, Digger, Jack 

and Ken.  Memorable trip down Gaping Ghyll.  Explored East Passage and Mud Hall, also part of 
S. W. Passage. May slipped and hurt her (backside!!) Assistance from CPC men to get her to the 
top- cup of tea awaiting her. Too late to attend Lamb Leer Film in evening. 

August 1st.  Ted Mason on Dan yr Ogof, Innes Foley on Lost Johns Cave, Jack Duck on Cave 

Surveying etc. Trip down Sell Ghyll in afternoon, including Sheppard, Foley, Pick and son etc, Col. 
Glennie and son etc and Don. Good trip, fine ladder pitches, but what a smell at terminal water 
chamber! 

August 1st. Special evening and all night trip down Disappointment Pot with Graham and Douglas 

to explore possibilities of final sump- no go. Found one new passage in this system. Nearly got 
bogged in Newby Moss because we followed the Will o’ the Wisps! Home at 3pm and a meal and 
hot bath at Douglas’ Jolly Good!! 

August 2nd.  Lectures in morning. Trip down Alum Pot in afternoon. Lecture in evening by 

Austrian Baron on ice caves. 

August 3rd. Trip down Lost Johns Cave Kingsdale. May decided not to attempt this one – 

headache. Discovery by Shaw and myself of new stream passage leading into Master Cave-
presumably connection to Rumbling Pot. Nearly left behind in the cave as ladders were taken out, 
had to climb last two pitches on ropes. Were we tired! Had a talk with Foley in the evening- 
Conference splitting up. 

August 5th. Explore ruined mansion just outside Llandovery. So on to Trecastle and over 

mountain road to Gwyn Arms. Great excitement here over discoveries at Yr Esgwyn (Yr Ogof Bone 
Cave) Slept in Mr Morgan’s hut instead of camping. 

August 6th. Evening trip in to Penwyllt Quarry Cave.  Was first one to enter this cave – previous 

attempt by Mr E. E. Roberts. Not very large. In the evening all attended dinner given by Mr Morgan 
at Abercrave. 

October 16th 1938. Weekend trip to Dan yr Ogof. Went up in Paul White’s Riley- Harvey, Don, 

Paul and myself. Jack Burbridge and Ken Fisher in Ken’s M.G. Went into the cave to prospect- 
water very high. Decided to postpone trip until the next day. 

October 17th. Down to cave in the morning. Water too high to go over the lakes. Had a walk over 

the hills instead; a really enjoyable time although no caving was done. 

Sunday Nov 6th 1938. Trip down Lamb Leer with WCC. Jack Duck, Wilf Sharpe and Waddy all 

turned up. 

Nov 26th 1938. Annual General Meeting at Valley Hotel Cheddar. G Bowen came to tea and then 

we set off to Cheddar in the Leaf. Fine and Cold. Good attendance at AGM. Dinner held afterwards 
was also a great success. I was elected on the Committee again. Met a Craven PC bloke there 
and had a chat about Lost John’s etc. 

Nov 27th 1938. Trip into back parts of Gough’s Caves. Met outside at 11.00 am. Very well 

attended. Approx 40 people turned up. 

December 2nd 1938. Trip down Eastwater with Cyril Pitt, Denis Thorns and Maurice 

Whittingham. Very wet, must be the worst since Mr Balch first explored cave. Water pouring down 
the grating, 380ft way flooded. Could hear waterfall when in the Boulder Chamber. Ladders were 
in, so we all went to the bottom, an excellent trip. Had a bathe in the stream without any clothes on. 
Was it cold! 

December 17th 1938. George Harvey, May and I went up to Penderyn in the Leaf. Arrived at 

Penderyn and put up at the Davise’s. Started to snow in the evening when George and I went up to 
the Lamb Inn. Met Mr Gwylliam Price. Got very cold as night proceeded. 

December 18th 1938. Awoke to find everything frozen up- the Leaf included. Succeeded in 

thawing her out. Set out for Ogof Fawr in the morning. Drive up Cwm Cadlan as far as the 
reservoir. Too cold for May to tramp over the moor, so I drove her back to the Davise’s. George set 
out to find Ogof-Fawr by himself. I went back and had quite a job to locate him, but succeeded at 
last. We had a  good prospecting trip and took some photographs. 

Jan 25th 1939. Wells Natural History and Archaeological Soc. annual meeting at Wells Museum. 

Jack and Muriel Duck came round and collected us despite heavy snow. Journey to Wells via 
Whitchurch and Farringdon Gurney. Roads blocked with snow, telephone lines down everywhere. 
Blizzard on Mendip, but managed to get down to Wells. Very pleasant meeting. 

Feb 1st. Lamb Leer Committee meeting at Wells was cancelled.  
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Feb 11th. MNRC meeting at Mr Barnes’ house at Wells. Mr Beevers elected Hon Sec in place of 

Mr Bigg-Withers (who died). Not very well attended- Mr Balch and Mr Barnes, Digger, Wilf, Waddy, 
Jack, Mr Beevers and myself. I was duly elected a member. 

Feb 19th 1939.  Ken Fisher arrived early in the afternoon and we had a walk down valley as far as 

Cheddar Gorge. Met Bill Greenwood and Charles Newman who were going climbing. Followed 
them up a buttress and afterwards watched them climbing “Thys me”. 

March 4th 1939. Lamb Leer Committee meeting. Decided to take a poll of all interested club 

members as to whether ropeway remains or is taken out. 

March 11th 1939. Weekend trip to S. Wales. Party comprising Ken, Jack, Don, Glasspool, 

Bowen, Fortescue, Harvey and myself. Water too high to go into Dan yr Ogof so we decided to go 
on to Laughar on Sunday morning. Evening trip into show parts of Dan yr Ogof. G. Bowen got 
stopped for speeding in Brecon. 

March 12th 1939. Got to the Laughar where we met Arthur Hill. Had very extensive exploration of 

all side passages and decided to carry out a proper survey at a later date. Formulated rough 
scheme of linking up the four river chambers. Trip lasted four and a half hours.  
March 20th 1939. Don and I 
went out to Lamb Leer in 
the evening. We had 
previously agreed to 
examine the possibilities of 
climbing to the supposed 
passage which was seen 
when looking left at 
shoulder height from the 
centre of the ropeway. To 
this end we took several 100 and 120ft lengths of Alpine Rope. Examination of the loose face 
which would have to be climbed if the passage were to be made, revealed that ordinary climbing 
methods were out of the question- rock decidedly too loose to risk climbing on. We climbed out 
onto a ledge by the jammed boulder and so were able to reach a point directly opposite the 
passage (A) and by our lights were able to detect that there certainly looks as if there is a passage 
there. 

April 9th. (Easter Sunday). Ogof Fawr.  George took various photo’s of us around enlarged 

entrance. Rope uncoiled and fixed. I went into the cave whilst George prepared camera, tripod and 
flash powder for taking photo of interior. Don explored behind the fall, getting very wet in doing so 
and I followed him- nothing further however. Decided to call it a day and get a move on to Loughar.  
Had tea and then walked over to have a look round the outer entrance of the Source of the 
Loughour. Had supper with farmer in the kitchen and so to bed- Don slept in the middle, George on 
the Port, me Starboard – what a night!! 

April 10th. (Easter Monday). Glorious morning. Hung up our clothes to air, whilst having 

breakfast of home cured ham and eggs. After breakfast George bought a “thumb stick” from the 
farmer. Don and I spent day surveying in the cave whilst George took photographs. George 
discovered a new connecting passage between third and second lakes named “George’s Rift.” 
Arrived at Gwyn Arms and was greeted by Gerard (quite drunk!!) telling us that he had discovered 
a new cave on Foel Fraith named Ogof Pwll Swnd. Paddock, Dolphin and Co staying at the Gwyn 
Arms working on their swallet. Had a good yarn and it was decided to re-form the Dragon Group.  

April 28th 1939. Platten and wife came round in the afternoon. May and Mrs Platten went for a 

drive in the evening, whilst we had a Dragon Group meet at Pete Fortesque’s flat. 8.15pm. nine 
present. Gerard, Don, Pete, Ken, George, Blanche, Paddock, Dolphin and myself. Was elected 
Treasurer and Chairman and Gerard Leader- Don and Paul Backhouse on committee. 
 

Matienzo 2004 from Andy Morse. 
This Easter Wendy and I are joining the Matienzo expedition and if you haven’t yet booked your 
Easter caving trip and would like to join us, you are very welcome.  Many people camp, but higher 
standard accommodation can be arranged at a nearby hotel/hostel if desired.  The dates for this 
Easter’s expedition are Saturday 3rd April to Sunday 18th April. 
The Matienzo expedition has permission to explore an area of about 60km2 around Matienzo, a 
small village in Northern Spain.  Expeditions have been conducted most years since the late 
1960’s, with about 3-5km of new cave passage discovered every year.  There are many sporting 
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trips available, easy walk-in trips for the not-so-adventurous and plenty of good walks with the 
opportunity of finding new cave entrances.  The show caves with beautiful prehistoric paintings are 
not to be missed and there is plenty of scope for art work and photography.  The main emphasis of 
the expedition, however, is the discovery and surveying of new caves.  The expedition has an on-
site tackle store for all equipment, so only personal caving gear is required. 
For anyone who is interested in joining us we would be happy to help arrange accommodation and 
transport.  Full details of the Matienzo expedition can be found at 
www.geography.lancs.ac.uk/Matienzo. 
 

Chairman’s Intermittent Column 
Warning!  There is some pure politics in this column! 

Two significant events have occurred since last Journal.  We have a new national body and also a 
new insurance scheme.  I have a lot of ground to cover, and not much space, which makes for a 
rather dense article, for which I apologise. 

British Caving Association 

The BCA was formed on the 1st January 2004.  In due course the NCA will hand over its functions 
to the BCA and will dissolve itself.  The BCA is different from the NCA in two significant respects.  
Firstly it has individual as well as club members and secondly it runs the national insurance 
scheme.  Initially it was only to have direct individual members.  I.e. you couldn’t join via your club.  
It was in danger of becoming an elitist organisation run by non-club individuals.  Due almost 
entirely to the lobbying of Wessex members the club individual route was added.  Because you are 
members of the Wessex you also are members of the BCA with a vote and influence.  Not only will 
the BCA truly represent the cavers in Britain but you also have the power to change it if you don’t 
like it.  The BCA will be more responsive to cavers needs and hopefully the converse will occur 
and cavers, being more involved in the process, will give the BCA the support it needs. 

The balance of power between the clubs and individuals has also been enshrined in the 
constitution with the two-house system.  There is ‘the House of Clubs’ and the ‘House of 
Individuals’.  For a vote to pass it must pass both houses.  Therefore individuals cannot override 
clubs or vice-versa.  Personally I’m a little worried that at some point, on some issue, this will lead 
to a schism between individuals and clubs and totally stymie the organisation.  Although, in two 
years of thinking about this, I’ve yet to think what that issue it might be so lets hope it never 
happens. 

The Wessex also added clause 4.7 of the BCA Constitution that says, “That caving is an activity 
best pursued in a club environment and that the Association recommends individuals be members 
of a club”.  Which recognises the club structure of caving in this country and that the BCA should 
do all that it can to support them. 

Individual membership of the National Body will strengthen it and is justified for that reason alone.  
But the main driving force for individual membership has been the merger of the BCRA and NCA.  
The membership structures need to be compatible for the merger to occur.  The reason for 
merging the BCRA and NCA is because of the perception that there are two national bodies, which 
is deemed not to be a good thing.  The insurance has been moved to the BCA to counter this 
perception.  Individual membership of the BCA will also erode this perception.  In fact now might 
be a good time to pause and think.  With the BCRA much more focused on its science and 
research work, its national body functions have been passed to the BCA, is there still a need for a 
merger? 

I know some of you feel uneasy that you have had to join the BCA in order to get insurance.  One 
of the reasons was the demand of the insurance companies.  The lack of named individuals was 
one of the primary reasons given as to why we had trouble obtaining cover.  Now, membership is 
not the only way to answer this demand but it does have the advantage that it gives you a vote 
and therefore a voice in how the BCA scheme operates.  If you don’t like the insurance scheme 
you have the power to change it. 

Insurance 

Towards the end of September last year the BCRA insurers dropped a bombshell and said that 
they would not be renewing the scheme, a scheme that had not been claimed on since its 
inception 22 years before.  It gradually became apparent that no one wanted to insure us.  It 
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seems underwriters pay more attention to their prejudices than hard statistics.  So come the 1st of 
November we had no insurance and the Club’s activities were severely curtailed.  In December an 
underwriter was found who was prepared to talk to us sensibly, but still a considerable amount of 
negotiation was required before an acceptable scheme emerged.  That scheme came into force on 
the 1st January. 

Broadly speaking the cover is the same as the previous scheme but costs more and has a larger 
excess.  Hopefully people will find it affordable.  It works like this.  For the Wessex to be insured all 
our members must be insured.  There are two rates, the “Caver Rate” at £18 and the “Non-Caver 
Rate” at £6.  The Club has already paid £6 on behalf of every member so that the minimum 
requirement is met. If you belong to more than one club, you pay the “Caver Rate” to the first club 
and the “Non-Caver Rate” to any other club (clubs) even if you cave with them. Those of you who 
cave should upgrade your insurance to the ‘caver’ rate by paying £12.  The “Non-Caver Rate” is 
sufficient to cover the Annual Dinner trips or occasional trips down Wookey Hole or Gough’s Cave 
so long as you wear normal clothes. 

If you are an explosives user you should join the EUG, which will charge £50 for insurance.  If you 
are a cave diver you should join the CDG, which will charge £25 insurance.  But before explosive 
users start contemplating a second mortgage the ‘explosive’, ‘diver’ and ‘caver’ rates are mutually 
exclusive.  You only pay once, albeit the highest. So a caving member of the EUG, CDG, WCC & 
BEC would pay £50 + 3 x £6 = £68 in total.  A caving member of the CDG, WCC & BEC would pay 
£25 + 2 x £6 = £37 in total. A caving member of the WCC would pay £18.  A card will be issued to 
you to demonstrate that you have your own insurance. 

There is quite a bit more information on the BCA website at www.british-caving.org.uk.  I 
recommend reading the FAQ and the “Club Insurance – Why Bother?” article. If you try to buy this 
insurance off the shelf you’ll find it is impossible.  I know because I along with many other people 
up and down the country tried.  By the way, thank you to those people who offered me leads.  It is 
in fact a bespoke mixture of several standard insurances including public liability, professional 
liability, director and officers liability, landowner liability and product liability.  I never managed to 
obtain a quote for public liability.  Where I did get a quote it was many hundreds of pounds just for 
a single aspect.  In short the only way of getting the insurance we want is to combine all our 
resources and negotiate a bespoke scheme nationally.  This is the only show in town. 

It is also important to understand the way the scheme is financed.  At the beginning of the year the 
scheme is purchased from the underwriter for fixed fee running to tens of thousands of pounds.  
That money is recovered by re-selling the insurance to you and I.  This means that if insufficient 
money is recovered and the scheme makes a thumping loss there will not be a scheme next year.  
Also the more cavers in the scheme the cheaper it will be for each of us.  It might seem expensive 
and the way insurance companies, these un-elected suits, can push us around makes me angry.  
It will take a great big stick to sort them out.  In the mean time we have to face the fact that caving 
needs insurance.  It gives the comfort landowners want to provide access and that Officers want to 
run clubs.   We have had a taste of a world without insurance and it wasn’t pleasant.  We have to 
make this scheme work, which simple means sign up as many cavers as possible.  The Wessex 
has more to loose than money if the scheme fails. 

Hidden Earth, 1st to 3rd October. 
Hidden Earth will be at the Brewery Arts Centre in Kendal on the 1st – 3rd Oct.  This is where the 
famous Kendal Film Festival is held and where our Gavin’s Wookey film carried off 1st prize last 
year.  We would like to run a Club stand this year.  If anyone has a good idea for a stand or wishes 
to help please step forwards.  Also the event itself needs speakers and helpers.  If you have a topic 
to talk on or could give a hand, again, please step forward.  Free or half price entry is offered as a 
bribe. 

Journal Editor 
Maurice has given us plenty of notice that this will be his last year as editor.  The hard bit of the job 
is chasing people for articles; the creative bit is laying them out on the computer ready for the 
printers.  You will need to own a computer, but the software skills can be learnt as you go – as 
Maurice (or is it Judy?) has proved admirably.  If you want an outlet for your artistic talents please 
contact the Chairman. As discussed at the AGM it will now be possible to arrange to receive your 
Journal in electronic form. If you are interested please contact the Web Master. This does not 
mean a “Real” Journal will not be produced for connoisseurs! 
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It was a very pleasant and quiet New Year at Upper Pitts we are told.     Photo’s Christine Grosart. 
Too quiet for Daniel Hendy, who tried to drown himself in a bowl of water. 
 

AGM Dinner, 16 Oct 2004. 
This year is the 70th Anniversary of the Club.  The Committee are mulling over some ideas to make 
the event a bit special.  So make sure you don’t miss it. 
Yet we still don’t have an Organiser for the AGM dinner to coordinate it all.  If you have a bit of 
spare time and want to help please contact the Chairman. 

 

A very important notice 
Every member should have received an insurance form with this Journal. Can you 
please fill it in and return it, with a cheque if appropriate, as a matter of urgency. The 
details are in Chairman’s Column on page138. 

Forthcoming Events 
Committee Meetings:-                                           28th March, 6th June, 25th July and 5th Sept 2004. 
Matienzo trip 3rd-18th April.                                               Penderyn weekend: - 30th April-3rd May. 
Club trip to the Jura, 24th July to 8th August.                       Herault diving trip, 7th to 12th August. 
Hidden Earth at Kendal, 1st to 3rd October.                 Wessex 70th AGM and Dinner 16th October. 

Watch the Website and e-mails for updates. 

Jura Trip, 24 July to 8 August. 
 
A campsite has been provisionally booked 1k 
from the centre of Ornans. It has a swimming 
pool, pizzeria and most importantly a BAR. 
It is caver friendly, being regularly used by 
cavers. The plan is to book an area and fit 
people in as was done at the Dent de Crolles. 
Kevin Hilton is drawing up booking forms. 
 
 
 

Thank You Nick. 
 
As you will see in the Chairman’s column, a 
new insurance scheme is now in place. This 
is largely due to the efforts of longstanding 
Wessex member Nick Williams.  Nick and 
others freely give their time to run our clubs 
and caving bodies. Please co-operate with 
them and make the new scheme a success! 

 


